Introduction
The magnetoplasmadynamic (MPD) thruster is an attractive candidate for orbit raising applications 1 as well as the high power, long duration missions envisioned by the national Space Exploration Initlative 2. In its basic form, the MPD thruster consists of a cylindrical cathode surrounded by a concentric anode ( Figure   1 ). An arc struck between the electrodes ionizes a gaseous propellant, and the interaction of the current with self-induced magnetic fields accelerates the plasma to produce thrust. Steady-state MPD thrusters have been operated at power levels approaching 600 kW, while pulsed, quasi-steady devices have operated in the megawatt range 3. The engine is robust, and designed to provide low, continuous thrust at specific impulse values between 1,000 and 10,000 s.
MPD thruster performance is currently limited by low thrust efficiency in the operating regimes of interest 3. 
The radial electric field is integrated from cathode to anode to find the potential drop ¢ across the plasma. 
where
and the source term S is given by
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For the self-field thruster, the source term reduces to zero. Once the magnetic transport equation is solved for ¢, the value of Be is readily obtained. The azimuthal magnetic field is a function of the total discharge current J, and through the relation ¢ = rBe ". r(J/r) ... J, the function ¢(r, z) = constant may be used to represent lines of total enclosed current.
Returning to the Maxwell equations, the radial and axial current densities are obtained from the calculated magnetic field distributions:
J" -_o ;0-;:
The a_.imuthal current density js vanishes due to the absence of applied radial or axial magnetic fields in the self-field MPD thruster.
IIb. Fluid Equations.
The fluid equations are based on the conservation equations of mass, momentum, and energy. Conservation of mass for a compressible fluid is given by:
which can be written:
where p is the plasma mass density. form:
which is solved for _, from which the value of p is determined.
Momentum. The conservation of momentum, including viscosity, is expressed in vector form as:
where p is the plasma pressure and k_ is the viscous force vector:
The viscosity 7?for a fully ionized plasma is given by3Z:
where M is the ion mass, m is the electron mass, e is the electron charge, kB is Boltzmann's constant, n_=l for a singly ionized plasma, and, for a fully ionized gas (a = 1), .4=2 ln(l+c_ 2) l+a2 =0.386
Defining _ = rp, the mass conservation equation takes the simplified
The radial component of the momentum equation is used to solve for the radial velocity v_: _-gj= + ro_7 + r_ T; _T;i-,== -so
Note that B,=B==0 in the self-field thruster, and no azimuthal velocity will be generated. 
which is then solved for the single-fluid plasma temperature.
The set of fluid equations are closed with an ideal gas equation of state relating the plasma pressure, density, and temperature:
_IIe.______F_nite Difference Formulation
The governing equations presented above have the general form:
where the a,_ denote nonconstant coefficients and S represents a possible source term. 
where the index j represents nodal points along the axial grid direction, i represents nodal points along the radxal grid direction, and Ar and Az are the radial and axial grid spacings, respectively. First derivatives are written using a first-order switching scheme, which is based upon the sign of the coefficients multiplying the derivatives3S:
This scheme preserves the dominance of the Y(j, i) term and assures stability of the numerical solution. The first-order continuity equation (15) is solved for _ using an automatic upwind/downwind differencing method:
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kept in conservative form while retaining numerical stability. This method allows the continuity equation to be (42b)
Once written in their finite difference analogs, each equation is regrouped into the general form:
where the a_ are nonconstant coefficients, which must be evaluated at each grid location. The generalized 
where tb is a weighting factor, initially set to unity. After each loop through the continuity equation, the ratio _ of the mass flow at the thruster inlet plane to the mass flow at the exit plane was calculated and the weighting factor modified according to:
The continuity equation was then reiterated untlfthe mass flow ratio . 
Additional pressure forces are numerically integrated over the inner surfaces of the thrust chamber, and combined with the electromagnetic thrust calculation to provide total thrust. A second total thrust calculation is then performed using:
The exhaust velocity v_ is given by:
where the axial index ja denotes the anode exit plane and the radial integration extends from the thruster centerline to the inner anode radius. Figure 4e , and the velocity flow field is shown in Figure 4f . Of particular interest is the high temperature interelectrode region shown in Figure   4a ; a similar temperature increase was observed in the Stuttgart modeling results _s'_9. . Gilland41 reports that higher thrust values were obtained for the HSFAT using electromagnetic probe resultsversus actual thrust measurements, and accounts for thisdifference by incorporating viscousdrag effects.While it is tempting to invoke this effectfor the differences shown in Figure 8 , the independent totalthrust calculations discussedin Section II are alsooffby similaramounts, indicatingthe discrepancieswhich appear in Figure 8 are more likelydue to numerical inaccuracies rather than actual physicaleffects. This resultpointsout an additionalarea in the model which needs improvement, and reiterates the need forindependent checks to verifymodel predictions.
Thrust

Coefficients.
The thrust for self-field MPD thrusters may be expresseda3:
where b is the thrust coefficient, defined as: Viscous Losses. Figure 12 plots the ratio of calculated viscous drag to calculated total thrust as a function of J2/rh. The viscous drag ratio increases with increasing J_/rh and decreasing mass flow rate, in qualitative agreement with the scalingarguments ofWoli_ 4. At a mass flowrateof 3 g/s,the viscousdrag ratioincreases from just over I% of the total thrust at J2/rh --2.5)<101°A2-s/kg to roughly 3.5% of the totalthrust at 1.5xi011 A2-s/kg. At the lower mass flow rate of 0.75 g/s, the viscous drag ratio risesfrom just over 2% of the total thrust at 2.5× 101°A2-s/kg to over 6% of the totalthrust at 1.5×1011 A_-s/kg. These results indicatethat some benefitin performance might be derived by operating at higher mass flow rates for a given J2/rb..
E_n.clolcd_C__rrent Contours.
The enclosed currentcontours measured by Gilland4°'41forthe quasi-steady HSFAT are presented in Figure 13 , for dischargecurrentsof 7.9 kA and 17.8 kA and a mass flow rate of 3 g/s. At 7.9 kA, roughly 80% of the current attaches along the straightanode sectiondownstream of the anode flare, with 60% congregating along the last2 cm of the anode. At the higher dischargecurrent, nearly 40% of the current remains in the straightanode channel near the backplate, with the remaining 60% spread along the anode downstream of the flaredsection. For comparison, the calculatedenclosed current contours are presented as a matrix of mass flow rates and J2/rh values in Figure 14 . There is little resemblance between the measured quasi-steadycurrent distributions and the calculatedsteady-state current distributions. As discussedin Section IIla,similardifferences were reported by Sleziona e_ a/_s'3°w
hen they compared calculatedsteady-stateZT-I thruster current distributionswith quasl-steady ZP-I thrustercurrent distributions measured under different operating conditionsbut similarJ2/rh. They argue that the current preferentially attaches near the cathode base in pulsed, quasl-steady thrusters,and is more evenly distributedalong the hot cathode during steady-statethruster operation; consequently,the currentdistributions are not expected to be comparable. The use of different operating conditionstends to weaken thisargument; however, both the Stuttgartcode and the LeRC code predictslgniflcantly different steady-statecurrent distributionsthan those actuallyobserved in quasi-steady thrusteroperation, while accuratelysimulatinganode currentdistributions in steady-statesegmented anode thrusters.This raisesthe issueof whether quasi-steadycurrent distribution measurements accurately representsteady-statecurrent distributions, and the equally validissueof whether numerical models which ignore electrodeprocessescan accuratelysimulate current distributions within the thruster.
The abilityof the steady-statecode to predict the quasl-steady HSFAT thrust and thrust coefficient values under a varietyof operating conditions indicatesthat the current distributionis lessimportant than the total discharge current when calculatingthese global thrusterparameters, and eitherquasi-steadyor steady-stateexperimental data may be used to verifysuch predictions. The resultsof the ZT-I thruster modeling with and without insulatingsegments, however, indicatesthat the current distribution does affect the development of the plasma flow properties(temperature,pressure,etc.), and underscores the need to determine whether quasl-steadythrustermeasurements are truly representativeof steady-statethruster
operation. An experimental comparison of anode current distributions and plasma plume propertiesfor a single,segmented anode thrusteroperated under pulsed and steady-stateconditions should be performed to expand upon the resultsof the StuttgartZT-I/ZP-I current distribution experiments, and to determine the extent to which plasma flow conditionsmight vary between quasi-steadyand steady-stateoperation.In addition,e|ectrodeprocessesmust be coupled intothe numerical model to evaluate the effect of sheaths on electrodecurrent attachment. Littleconfidencecan bc placed in detailedcomparisons between quasi-steady plasma flow measurements and numerical steady-statefl0w predictionsuntilthese issuesare resolved.
While thrust chamber predictionsmust await validation, usefultrends can be establishedto provide insight into steady-statethrusteroperation. Figure 14 shows the predictedsteady-stateenclosed current contours for the HSFAT fora varietyof mass flow ratesand J_/m values. The average magnetic Reynolds number foreach case,defined by:
where 5" is the average electrical conductivity, vc_ is the exhaust velocity, and L is a length parameter, taken to be the difference between the anode and cathode radius, is displayed under each figure. Typically 40-50% of the current is contained within the upstream straight channel section of the thruster for all cases considered. For a given mass flow rate, a larger fraction of the discharge current is blown downstream of the anode exit plane as J2/rh is increased. This result is commensurate with the increasing value of the magnetic Reynolds number, which is a measure of the ratio of magnetic convection to magnetic diffusion; as RM increases, more of the magnetic field is convected with the plasma flow. This effect is observed in Figure   14 , where the enclosed current contours are equivalent to induced magnetic field streamlines (of Section IIa). For a given J2/rh, the magnetic Reynolds number decreases with decreasing mass flow rate, and the current is pulled back into the thruster. Presumably this thrust is coupled through the magnetic field lines back into the thruster, but the details of how efficiently this process might occur remain to be explored. In addition, the downstream current may deposit thermal energy into the plume 45 rather than the chamber plasma, resulting in a loss of electrothermal thrust.
Voltage and Efficiency.
The radial electric field (Eqn. 7a) was numerically integrated from cathode to anode to provide an estimate of the potential drop across the plasma. for HSFAT thruster, argon propellant.
